Channel probability and Nd: an event-related potential sign of attention strategies.
Event-related potentials were recorded in a two-channel selective attention paradigm designed to assess the effects of channel probability on processing negativity. For channel probabilities of 70% or greater, the subtraction Nd for standard tones was greatly reduced or absent. This change was due to apparent processing negativity in the waveform of the irrelevant standards at high channel probabilities. Deviant long tones showed similar early Nds to standard tones, and also developed late attention-related negativity commencing at about 500 ms from stimulus onset. It was concluded that there was no evidence that processing negativity to the relevant tones, defined as a negative component associated with selective attention, is affected by channel probability. Changes in Nd amplitude as the channel probabilities became more unequal were attributed to changes in strategies used by subjects, which primarily altered ERPs associated with the irrelevant tones.